Les visioramas

New in

Belgian Luxembourg...

For understanding better the landscapes
A fourth visiorama has been inaugurated at the top of the
Saint-Donat hill in Arlon in 2014. The aim of this system is to help
people understanding better the landscape. The visiorama of Arlon
is added to the ones of Rochehaut, Florenville and Montquintin,
for the tourists’ greatest delight.

« If they say so »

Playful and interactive

« The visiorama is a playful and interactive landscape interpreting system. Four visioramas exist in the province but they
are never identical. The work is tailor-made and it enables to
emphasize the landscape. And each time, there are a lot of thing
to see, that sometimes can hardly be seen to the naked eye. It
represents areas wide several dozens of square kilometers. It is
always a nice challenge.»
Charles and Philippe Tasiaux
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